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blowing." Now these can be easily, cultivated. In
cultivating them it must be remembered they are not
only the pantomime language of the will, but that
they are vehicles to convey something from the
operator to the subject. At least let the mesmeriser
act as if such were the case.
To cultivate "the gaze," the best time is in the
morning, when the brain is rester, the mind dear
and refreshed, and all the energies alive and wide-
awake. When a person is wearied or exhausted, the
attempt to cultivate the gaze would probably end in
sleep—Auto-Mesmerism or Hypnotism. In conversa-
tion, looking at the person quietly and steadily to
whom you are speaking is a good plan; don't stare,,
look straight into their eyes. Think your thoughts as
well as speak them. There is not anything which,
will disconcert a courteous or discourteous liar than
a steady look. In mesmerism you look with a pur-
pose—your looks are to convey your intention, and
will. The wandering eye—the blinking, ,winking,
and irresolute eye—never accomplished much good
in this world, mesmerically or any other way. When
looking .with a steady and quite gaze, think, picture
to your paind a scene, incident phrase, or sentence*.
Should the parson looked at give expression to the
ideas or words induced by you repeat the process,
again and again as opportunity is afforded, until you
have eliminated the elements of accident and co-
incident.
While there is some element of thought-trans-
ference connected with this, you must first gain the
power of looking naturally and steadily at a person
or an object for a considerable length of time> with-
out (Weariness or fear of being hypnotised. Place a
small piece of white paper on the centre of a look-
ing-glass (a trying ordeal), and see how long you can
look at it and the object behind it without winking-
or Jvcpariness. Repeat this again and again until you
can look steadily at the object for ten ond then for 15
minutes. Again in taking exercise, or if out for a long

